A mobile ad-hoc network or MANET incorporates mobile nodes that forward information or packets from node to node without a wired connection. This is the topology changes rapidly and unproductively, there is no central control for routing of packets. The communication is on mutual trust. There are many proposed routing protocol, on-demand routing is most preferable among all as its overhead is very low. This significantly attention has been paid on developing a secure reactive protocol against various attacks. In this paper a survey and study about rushing attack is provided. This attack results in denial-of-services and is effectively damaging as it can also be performed by weak attacker. Thus a Rushing attack prevention (RAP); generic rushing attack prevention mechanism introduced for the reactive protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Ad-hoc network is collection of autonomous nodes where all the nodes are dynamically configured without any centralized management thus form of network without any pre-existing infrastructure. Such networks is applicable in many fields like military & police exercises,, disaster relief, operations, robot data accumulation, mine site operations etc. MANET is prone to various types of attacks as compared to wired networks, but is used largely due to the reason that the network can be setup at any place & anytime without any pre-existing infrastructure.
Attacks in MANET:
A. Passive attack: It does not disrupt the operation of data or data is not altered.
B. Active attack: It alters the data or destroys the data that is being transmitted.
Some common types of attacks in MANET:-1. Wormhole attack: In this attack two malicious node tunnels between and traffic and transfers packet.
2. Blackhole attack: The attacker reply for the route request with the short path and thus get access to the data.
3. Byzantine attack: In this attack the intermediate node perform collision of data, forming loops dropping of packets thus degrading the routing services.
Rushing attack:
This attack provides a denial-of-service, which uses duplicate suppression mechanism & quickly forward route discovery and gain access on data. 
RUSHING ATTACK
A rushing attack uses duplicate suppression mechanism by which it quickly forward the route discovery reply to the routing request broadcasted in order to gain access to the forwarding data; the rushing attacker gain access in forwarding group and thus can tap data.
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The Rushing attacker can forward route discovery or route request more quickly than the authentic node thus the chances of selection of path that includes attacker increases. The attacker can gain high speed in access of request by slowing down the response time of other nodes. The attacker can increase the traffic in network by keeping the network transmission queues full of the nearby nodes. Hence nodes will respond to the request late due to heavy traffic. The authentic nodes will be busy authenticating request containing bogus authentications thus slowing down their response ability.
Fig.1 Rushing attack formation [4]

RUSHING ATTACK PREVENTION (RAP):
A rushing attacker use the duplicate suppression mechanism thus the response timing of the malicious nodes is extremely fast and can send a route discovery to the sender, and gain access on the forwarding data.
This flooding attacker that increases network traffic by bogus request can be detected by individual node analysis. In this case each node can use a check measure on its neighbors. We can define a threshold value, and the nodes should always check request RREQ of neighbors. If the request rate exceed the threshold value than the node should put the neighbor in its BLACK LIST (malicious node list) this approach can be fruitful in detecting the rushing attacker but the point of concern is that predefined threshold value should be set proper so that it can detect the attacker. And hence consequences; if the threshold value is not set properly than the genuine node can also be black listed.
Desilva et al [7] have proposed an adaptive technique in which the parameter is not predefined the threshold value can be detected by using statically. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper it is described various types of attacks, rushing attack have been described thoroughly. Rushing attack against on-demand ad-hoc routing protocol. It provides a denial-ofservice against the ad-hoc routing have been described thoroughly and rushing attack against on-demand ad-hoc routing protocol. It provides a denial-of-service against the ad-hoc routing protocol.
The attacker floods the network with bogus request and increase the traffic & thus the response time of nodes increases thus by using duplicate suppression mechanism gain access to information.
In this paper a technique proposed of RAP (Rushing attack prevention) in which a threshold value set to a level for the response time. This technique further can be modified with threshold value and average time calculation to identify the source of bogus requests.
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